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In the age feudalism it was generally the nobility which was included 
into the framework of the ‘nation . According to the nobiliary concept of 
nation the privileged classes of the non- Hungarian peoples were also includ­
ed in the nalio hungarica, in keeping with the multi-national character 
of the country. As the country was under Turkish and Habsburg rule from 
the 16th century onwards, the fight for the defence of the privileges of the 
nobiliary nation and their assertion did not only mean the safeguarding 
of their rule above the serfs of different nationalities, but also the feudal 
autonomy of the country under the leadership of the nobility and its strug­
gle for independence.
Besides the nobiliary concept of nation and the ideology of a common 
homeland elaborated by the ruling class, the idea of the nation and home­
land of the depressed classes developed during the struggle against the Turks 
and the Habsburgs with the liberation from the bondage of serfdom in its 
centre. The people expected the betterment of their position as a result of 
these struggles and of their participation in them. During the War of In­
dependence led by Rákóczi, class antagonisms appeared even in the field 
of national ideology.1
These two concepts of ‘nation’ continued to exist during the period 
after the Peace Treaty of Szatmár and they can be met with at the time 
when the modern Hungarian national movement was unfolding. — The 
bourgeois national development was led by the nobility, the new national 
ideology was moulded by the intellectuals closely associated with the privi­
leged class either by origin or by their way of thinking, or it was evolved 
directly by the landed nobility. Consequently, the national ideology had 
a considerable quantity of feudal characteristics and had become “bour­
geois” only gradually. This way was followed by the writers of the Hun­
garian Enlightenment (e.g. György Bessenyei and Ferenc Kazinczy) and 
in the periodical entitled Tudományos Gyűjtemény (Scientific Collection), 
launched in 181 7, an increasing number of articles discussed the criteria of 
the homeland and nation.2 The regular work on the Hungarian national 
character, genius, the national spirit, language, national culture, the inclu-
g ion of the people into the nobiliary nation, which occurred first among 
the Jacobins, and as its reflection the elevation of its cultural level as a 
programme, all indicate the spread of bourgeois thinking. Naturally, as 
the bourgeois features appared gradually, the continued existence -of the 
feudal concept of the nation can also be observed. Above others this was 
expressed by the identification of the concept of the nation and the people 
with that of the nobility, or a special emphasis was given to the formal­
ities among the characteristics of the nation (e.g. the national dance, 
or garments) or the feudal national past was glorified together with the 
historical right, justifying the oppression of the non-Hungarian peoples, 
the objective of maintaining feudalism and opposition to the bourgeois 
revolution.
The nobiliary concept of the nation becoming bourgeois by its widening 
and by the inclusion of the people, there are at the same time no traces of a 
separate popular concept of the nation from the end of the 18th century 
onwards: peasant movements evolved mainly in the form of open class 
struggles, independent or rather despite of the national ideology.
The politically most progressive trend of the early Hungarian national 
movement, the Jacobin plot3 had accepted a great part of the aspirations 
of the peasantry both in its national ideology, as well as in its other objec­
tives. Thus it amalgamated into its new bourgeois ideology the progressive 
content of the popular concept oft he nation of the feudal period. And though 
the nation-theory of the other, less progressive trends of Hungarian 
political life did not and could not adopt this tradition, yet the idea of 
the nation, showing increasingly bourgeois features, was of progressive 
nature during the transitory period of the crisis of feudalism and. despite 
of its inconsistencies due to nobiliary limitations, it served the interest of 
the whole people as well. It should not be forgotten hovewer, that regressive 
features existed even at this early phase of development, which mainly- 
served the toning down and thwarting of peasant class struggle. Still, as the 
ideology of a class also fighting for bourgeois development, its progres­
sive elements performed an important mission.
The inclusion of the Hungarian people into the nobiliary nation had 
some consequences in a multi-national country. As the non-Hungarian 
privileged classes were part of the nobiliary nntio hungarica, the inclusion 
of the Hungarian people was similarly linked with that of the non-Hungari­
an peoples into the frame of the Hungarian nation. This was the idea ofthe 
soealled single political nation, which recognized only the Hungarians as a 
nation and regarded the nationalities as Hungarians speaking Serbian, 
Rumanian, Slovakian, etc. This concept of the nation, which appeared 
already in the 18th century, but spread mainly in the 1840s, had, besides 
the bourgeois characteristics, a strong feature rooted in the centuries of 
feudalism and still surviving in the age under consideration: it was asso­
ciated with the territory and not with the ethnic elements of a multi­
national state.4
The concept of nation of the last dec ade of the 18th, and the first two 
decades ofthe 19th centuries shows the most colourful and often contradie-
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tory image of the various theoretical constructions, with both bourgeois and 
feudal elements mixed. Besides the numerous subjective expositions some 
scholars, politicians, or journalists touched upon several objective criteria 
of the nation. Almost all of them recognized the importance of the language 
as a criterion, but it was also characteristic how specifically they stressed 
its significance not only considering it the decisive means of communication 
and one of the characteristics of the nation, but as a basic and often exclu­
sive criterion.J It is hardly surprising that, in emphasizing the significance of 
the language naive exaggerations also occurred frequently. It was during 
the emergence of the literature on the primacy of the language, that the 
struggie for the spread of the Hungarian language unfolded and writings 
of this kind also served the interest of this struggle. It should not be for­
gotten either, that linguistic opposition was in the foreground of the politi­
cal fight as well, the cultivation of the language and its uplift to literary 
standards were on the agenda and the war among “purists” and “neologi- 
ans was going on. Finally it should also be noted that in the course of the 
struggles of Hungarian national movement several people, mainly those of 
baronial rank, supported Vienna and this behaviour was mainly expressed 
m t he fact that they not only neglected but even forgot their own language, 
ouch examples were kept in view when statements like “abandoning the lan­
guage is equal to the death of the nation” were made. Besides the empha­
sis on the garment, customs, sciences, the constitution, the glory of the na­
tional past as features of an independent nation may also be regarded as a 
general phenomenon. There were some who regarded territory and economy 
though m a limited sense, as national criteria. Naturally those, who had 
touched upon these important objective criteria, had an outlook which 
was mainly idealistic.6
Nation was generally regarded as an eternal category and the mon- 
archs were attributed a great role in the national characteristics and in the 
slow changes of the national spirit. Loyalty was especially obvious in the 
glorification of Habsburg rule and in the rejection of the bourgeois revo­
lution which was made timely by the French events.7 The idealist interpre­
tation of the national ethos and character was frequent but there were 
also views which, though rarely, attributed great importance to circum­
stances in the formation of the national character, or utilized the principle 
of eternal change in the definition of the concept of nation.8
The appearance of bourgeois thought was particularly well reflected 
by views on the language. Even loyalty, otherwise frequently evident was 
generally missing from expositions on the language. The objective of teach­
ing the people m the vernacular was greatly progressive and meant to be 
the antecedents of the inclusion of the people into the nation 8
Similarly some articles of the Tudom ányos G yűjtem ény (Scientific 
Collection) contain bourgeois elements, as it did not tolerate the disparag­
ing of Hungarian national values and encouraged the honour of the achieve­
ments of national culture which was regarded an important criterion of 
the nation at that time as well, or pointed out causes of the backwardness 
of Hungary. Authors of the articles called the attention of public opinion
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to the importance of national improvement as against hollow nobiliary
gallantry.10 , . . . i r i , iThe concepts of homeland and patriotism were also colourful and.
though the resounding phrases and generalities are frequent in the defini­
tions, the bourgeois and feudal features can be separated in them.
Patriotism was considered a natural and sacred sentiment b\ the age 
and in this mode of thinking bourgeois ideology had definitely found its 
place. The same was reflected in the harmony of the interests of homeland 
and individual, in active patriotism and its apparent opposite which saw in 
patriot ism selfless service above all. The followers of t lie latter idea ex pi essl\ 
criticized the nobiliarv concept of nation, the rigid adherence to the old 
constitution and to privileges. In this context the necessity of the critic ism 
of Hungarian national shortcomings also occurred. But general opinion 
rather disapproved of the exposition of the negative features. The asser­
tion of conscious class interest appeared under the title of patriotism. An 
important role was attributed to the national past as the incentive of patriot­
ism. The progressive idea which definitely excluded from the characteris­
tics of a true patriot the disdain of other nat ions expressed itself frequently.
Apart from these progressive features, however, contemporary con­
cepts carried the stamp of the feudal idea of homeland. The defence of the 
nobiliarv constitution and its association to the homeland, again the cult 
of garment as part of patriotism, all indicate the continued existence of the 
nobiliarv world of ideas. The chain of ecclesiastic, religious motives and 
feudal patriotism existed as a special form. Thus among the theoretical 
questions of homeland and nation a typically mediaeval element, religion
had preserved its place.11 „ , . .. ,
The modern, bourgeois interpretation of the concepts of nation ami 
homeland appeared for the first time in the works of Széchenyi. Kölcsey, 
and Wesselényi in the third decade of the 19th century. Bourgeois elements 
had already become dominant in their concept.
István Széchenyi on nation and homeland
In January, 182(i Széchenyi wrote in his diary that the governing 
svstem of Austria had the objective of separating the peasantry from the 
nobility and of lulling the latter into sleep ever since 1790. But the nobility 
is about to awaken and fights for the welfare of the peasants by the hard 
wav of polemics and significant struggles. As a consequence those two ( las­
ses'of the nation have never before marched together so closely as they do 
now -  Széchenyi remarked.12 And though this statement does not lack 
some exaggeration, it also contains important elements of the inclusion of 
the peasantry into the nation.
Similar)V, one of his early articles, written for the / elsőmayyarorszay, 
Minerva (Upper-Hungarian Minerva) (June 1828) outlined the modern 
concept of patriotism. In this writing Széchenyi discarded the externa 
features of patriotism that were in agreement with the nobiliary views and 
regarded it as identical with nationality, as a burning devotion to the
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homeland, the firmest foundation stone of the progress, strength and hap­
piness of the country. 1
rIJus emotion, he wrote, “does not manifest itself in words but in 
deeds . And. if many who hardly know that they have a homeland started 
t°  ">ve ü - “ol"- sweet homeland would not be neglected but patriotism 
could soon contribute to the greatest duty, it could transform sandy plains 
into fertile fields, the sickly swamps into flowering meadows; eoiild link 
our country with the sea, Buda with Pest, etc.”13
These ideas, together with others touching upon the national ideology 
can be found in lus well-known, significant works written in the early 
thirties. I he most important concepts defining ‘homeland’ and ‘nation’ 
could not be left out from Hitel (Credit), published in January 1830, 
which contained the somewhat inconsistent programme of the bourgeois 
transformation of Hungary. Thus we may meet the criteria of nationality 
and national characteristics he considered the most important ones, with 
the criticism of the nobiliary nation, the survey of the features charac­
teristic of a good patriot.
1,1 a separate chapter is devoted to nationality which Széchenyi 
identified with the love and defence of the homeland. Ho contrasted pa­
triots wit h the cosmopolitans who look fortheir own interest only and choose 
their homeland accordingly. In Széchenyit view an important criterion 
ol patriotism is the recognition of the backwardness of Hungary and an 
activity aiming at change, which particularly reflects the bourgeois nature 
of lus concept. “As if we were seated at the bottom of a well, neither our 
spiritual, nor physical products have any fame. . . .  I advise to search the 
mistake rather m ourselves as beside all our patriotism we cannot applaud
e.g for the mud m Szeged, the countryside of Hortobágy, the pavement of 
i est, the shores of the river Danube, its dirty theatre, its innumerable way­
farers. disgusting beggars...” Due to this criticism, as Széchenyi felt'it 
necessary to emphasize, he isn’t on the same platform with the cosmopoli­
tans and he stressed that the country is not lifted by jingling stirrups, frogs 
and loops without valiancy, pelisse, trimming, heron feathers, Zrinyi-dolman,
. ttila-hat, etc., but by evoking respect for Hungarian name.14 Thus a true 
patriot does not value appearances, he is much more characterized by the 
exposition of mistakes which he searches primarily in himself. The person
who slanders all instituionsand believes that the offence ofthe king is a good
patriotic deed, is not a good patriot. This time Széchenyi exposed to criti­
cism that boisterous nobiliary nationalism which regarded the fights ofthe 
1,90s as an example to be followed, but in these views his lovaltv towards 
the Habsburg Empire was equally well expressed. He also blamed those who 
rudely criticized their country without doing anything for the benefit of 
t he homeland. He professed that everybody has to do everything in keeping 
with his opportunities and abilities for the country.15 °
Széchenyi also condemned those Hungarians who believed that patriot­
ism was expressed in unrestricted praise; whatever is excellent, does not 
require praise, he wrote, the diamond shines by itself. The advantages of 
the country, but much more the disadvantages have to be discovered for
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the sake of progress: „that whatever is lagging behind in the country, 
should move foreward, and not to a side-track by chance, one should show 
himself a man. and that in the truest sense of the word! Nationality is 
needed because one can be himself really only if he remains what God had 
made him to be: the Turk Turk, the English English, the Hungarian Hun­
garian, etc.” He himself fights against prejudices, misbeliefs, and igno­
rance, he wrote, because these only hinder the progress and advancement
of the nation. . , e
The idea of discovering the mistakes of the country instead of praising
it frequentlv emerges in H itel. In this respect Széchenyi expressed his 
views several times, definitely and in a heated manner. He is not going 
to be the “double reed piper” of the ornaments of the nation, he confessed, 
thinking of those who praise each other with servile compliments and lie 
exclaimed: “My country, so you have reached such baseness, such rotting.
\s  an organic part of this concept Széchenyi warned against labelling 
with unpatriotic conduct those who regard the achievements of foreign 
countries more valuable than the Hungarian ones. The Italian singer wi 
sin" better than our compatriot, he wrote, the English thoroughbred will 
remain to be a better horse than the Hungarian, the sailor of North America 
will surpass “our boatmen of Pest and Buda” , agriculture in England and 
in Belgium is more advenced than ours, the wines of Madeira also outdo 
those of the Hegyalja, etc. Yet the Hungarian, he continued, would not 
love his country less, or he would not leave it for good, “because there is 
something unpronouncable, which links the nobler people to their country 
with an irresistible force, be that country a barren field, a marsh with 
groves, or a snowy desert.” Széchenyi called this emotion true patriotism, 
to which “blind love ’ is alien.16
As the chapter on nationality stresses, language is the main concomi­
tant of the nation, “because until it exists the nation is also alive, even 
though often in a languish -  as shown by several examples -  but once it 
becomes mute then the homeland would grow only mourning willows which 
would let down their despondent foliage to the ground in memory of those 
who had once existed.”
Apart from this outlook, which had become general earlier, Széchényi 
attributed great importance to social life in the development of national­
ity 17
‘ ' The survey of the national characteristics was one of the important 
ideas of the concept of nation and homeland in the earlier decades. Széche­
nyi did not neglect it but expressly condemned those who were anxious 
about these national features and set them against progress saying that 
innovations endanger these valuable qualities. He condemned those who 
were opposed to all improvement and convincingly discussed that national 
characteristics are not eternal categories but are subject to permanent 
development and change.18 This argumentation was also meant against 
the backwardness of nobiliary nationalism. _ ,. __
Elsewhere Széchenyi repeatedly dealt with this important question, tie 
pointed out that the real strength of the nations is based on wildness, fanat-
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icism or on perfect culture; there is no middle wav. Hungarians have lost 
their ancient wildness” and would remain weak until they do not over­
come the “half-way of Enlightenment”. A new national feature has to be 
made general and in this context Széchenyi meant the evolution of a nation­
al feature closely linked to social progress. He did his best to call atten­
tion to the honour of the up-to-date bourgeois qualities as against the no­
biliary nationalism stressing a false bravado and the braverv of the de­
scendants of the Scythians. Understandably, however, he could also not 
entirely give up the nobiliary concept of the glorious feudal past, He con­
sidered it a unique luck that in the 19th century it is not bodilv strength 
unlimited bravery and heated imagination that constitute the valuable 
and supporting characteristics of nations. “Wild men”, he wrote “are nei­
ther stronger protection, nor safer shield for the country than the learned 
and the meek; therefore we should prepare to be equally strong and brave 
in the battle as our forefathers had been but we should be more cultured 
educated, placid, than they used to be. ”19
The following idea, inspired by the requirements of bourgeois trans­
formation, was similarly addressed to the nobility: “where there is right 
freedom and privileges, there must be duties as w ell...  Your country has 
given to you everything hut you have never given anything to your country ”
( onsequentlv Széchenyi did not regard those nobles patriots who had as a 
sole link to the motherland the “punctual delivery of their incomes” and 
who only mocked at and ridiculed the true patriots, sitting at home with 
the obligatory pipe and were “living hindrances of all progress, who fatten 
on the flesh of the country like drones.”
Széchenyi did not only attack the nobility with sharp criticism but he 
appealed to their emotions and intellect, so that they should include the 
people into the nation. This idea was expressed by Széchenyi in Hitel: 
“In our country the stomach, head and purse of everybody or at least of the 
largest possible portion should not be empty -  moreover each one should aim 
at obtaining more and more of wealth and graciosity — but one should 
really obtain them after all the pains taken and should also possess 
them in security.”
In this work Széchenyi raised the necessity of the creation of national 
the cause of that class union which could be based only on the limit­
ed liberation of the peasantry but one of its important objectives was the 
toning down and possible elimination of peasant class struggle. Thus nobody 
should persecute his compatriot, he wrote, “only because the other one is a 
count or a baron, and vice versa, and should not despise anybody because 
that one is a clerk, merchant, burghess, or peasant, and vice versa.The crea­
tion of the whole with granite strength equally depends on all. . .  ”20
This idea of national unity and internal integration was expressed 
m the press as well almost at the time of the publication of Hitel. In 
András rhaisz periodical ¿Vis (Eagle) Antal Mindszenty, a merchant with 
literary interest and later on Judge of the County Court of Komárom 
county explained that as all nations, the Hungarian also has a special 
character which can be discovered in its original purity among the nobil-
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¡tv and the “common people”. This does not hold true of the magnates 
and town dwelling burghesses as they have assimilated several habits 
alien to the Hungarians, due to frequent communications with foreigners.21 
This peculiar expression of Hungarian nationalism involved in itself the 
idea of the class alliance of the nobility and of the common people.
Count József Dessewffy published his Taglalni (Discussion) a year 
after Széchenyi’s work appeared, criticizing the system of economic and 
social reforms expounded in Iliid  from the aspect of national independ­
ence. Despite his nobiliary attitude Dessewffy enriched the Hungarian 
national ideology with several bourgeois ideas. Doubtlessly he touched 
upon the limitations of Széchenyi’s reform system in the necessity of the 
compromise with the Habsburg Empire, and the policy of the Austrian 
Court which was one of the significant hindrances of bourgeois develop­
ment in Hungary. At the same time Dessewffy considered one-sidedly the 
lack of national self-determination the only cause of the backwardness 
of the country,22 This attitude, differing from Széchenyi’s concept as it 
aimed at the maintenance of the inner system of feudalism practically 
without change, shows a close relationship to the nobiliary movement of 
1790 and of the nationalism of the first two decades of the 19th century.
Putting the independence of the country into the foreground was 
aimed also at diverting attention from class struggle. '1 he old-fashioned 
attitude of Dessewffy was also expressed by reassuring the people that 
their position is not disfavourable and that they should make peace with 
their destiny. The landlords, he continued, did not take away land from 
the people by force(l), moreover, part of it is used by the peasantry itself, 
for which socage and other services in return are justified. Addressing the 
peasants he called their attention not to listen to “those people with 
water in the brain”, who say “that the work performed on the land itself 
gives the benefit in keeping with the work, because if it had been so, 
in almost the greater part of the country the farm hands of valuers would 
be the possessors of the land cultivated by them."
The main cause of the trouble, of the backwardness of the country . 
is not to be sought in the relationship between the landlords and the 
valuers. “Let internal and external trade flourish in the country, the 
latter one mainly depending on the reign’ . then the fate ol landlords as 
well as serfs would improve. Development is possible, lie stated, with the 
increase of the population and of enlightenment, “but great push" to the 
progress of nations cannot be given by anything but “a well-arranged 
system of internal and external trade for the benefit of the country, and 
the unchangeableness of the real or decided value of the money.
Dessewffy did not only reject Széchenyi’s statement that the greatest 
barriers in front of the progress of the homeland are the wealthier land­
lords. but he went out to protect the magnates. They did not hinder 
development, he argued, because they “screwed the people”, but because 
they do not look after their estates and spend their incomes for their 
own purposes and not for objectives that are useful for the countiy. As 
against Széchenyi’s views Dessewffy tried to prove that the great ones
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of the country , the aristocrats have a marked influence on the develop­
ment and progress of the nation. “I only mention these”, he wrote, “that 
1 may turn the Count’s attention to that dangerous idea of his, in which 
lie states that always everything only depends on the nation regarding 
the improvement of its condition.” It should not he forgotten that Szé­
chenyi considered also the oppressed peasantry part of the nation and this 
is exactly that evoked Dessewffy’s criticism. As a consequence he did 
not accept the bourgeois principle of including the people into the nation.24
An important pillar of Dessewffy’s system is that he attributed an 
exaggerated importance to such external circumstances of nat ions against 
the internal and manageable development, that are independent of the 
will and influence of the nations but, in his view, have a decisive role in 
the survival and progress of nations, the Hungarian included. Here it is 
easy to trace the affinity to the basic idea: in the place of the agrarian 
question the primacy of trade is emphasized, and attention is diverted 
from the absolutely necessary internal changes to external factors
Closely connected with these ideas is Dessewffy’s argument, opposed 
to Széchenyi s view: national characteristics are not categories subject 
to change, as nations develop exactly on the basis of the national ethos and 
characteristics. \\ hereas we, he wrote, “have quite degenerated and <le- 
graded with the course of time and as our becoming foreigners did not 
always and in everything follow the natural course of our spirit and char­
acteristics. so that in consequence (so far at least) we have not alwavs 
and in everything borrowed the good from the new things abroad but 
frequently that part which could not be praised there either, onlv tolerated 
hut here these are really harmful, and cause damage to our national 
ethos and characteristics.” Thus there is no interaction between the 
national ethos and external borrowing but the former is absolute, without 
change and of fundamental significance. “Character has a haphazard 
influence on the development of nation” he argued, „but the greatness 
and happiness of all nations derive from the national character ” And if 
we add that among the criteria of the nation Dessewffy attributed great 
importance to appearances as well, the well-known concept of nobiliarv 
nationalism has completly unfolded itself.25
Keeping in view Dessewffy’s attitude it is not surprising that he was 
opposed to Széchenyi’s sharply critical tone, the characteristic feature of 
true patriotism aiming at discovering the mistakes with the intention of 
improvement and progress. He did not want to appreciate this behaviour 
meagre in praise, and the adaptation of foreign achievements that would 
facilitate bourgeois progress, the acknowledgement of all that was better 
abroad than in Hungary. With a touch of oversensitiveness he repu- 
dieted the criticism of the nobility, its gallantry, and its challenge. Here 
it should be noted that Dessewffy accepted several important statements 
of the chapter entitled “Nationality” of Hitel and it indicates that there 
were common points in the very field of national ideology.28
Széchenyi answered to Dessewffy in minute detail in the same vear 
oi the publication of Taglalal (1831) in his work entitled Világ (World).
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Not onlv was this a powerful treatise, hut a new summary of the author’s 
political concept, though in a looser structure. In this work Széchenyi 
particularly stressed the disunity of Hungary and the necessity of internal 
national integration. “Our country”, he wrote, “is odiously divided by 
partisans, creeds, separate nations and by our municipal constitution. 
The partisans tear our homeland into five parts, creeds perhaps into six, 
the separate nations into about ten and our municipal constitution into 52, 
altogether into 73 separate parts not counting the districts of the Jazyg- 
¡ans Cumanians, etc., the royal towns, etc.”. Subsequently he surveyed 
the classes and layers of the society and found thee ondition of the country 
iv'ther grave. The peers do not care about the homeland, the nobility does 
nc.t know about foreign countries and has a backward way of thinking, 
i hc \ overestimate the values of the country, the bourgeoisie is alien, the 
, asantrv belongs to several nationalities, and among them the Slovaks, 
the7; rmans. and the Rumanians “multiply like mushrooms in the forest” 
i re;sing into the background the most valuable population, “the original
Hungarians.” . ,, , r ,,
U'hat should then be done ? The Hungarian is a young people lull
of energy, that can elevate itself into marvellous heights and can become 
everything if it perfectly unfolds public intelligence and nationality” 
and if it recognizes its two enemies, i.e. prejudice (nobiliary privileges, 
the maintenance of serfdom) and conceitedness which are the main hin­
drances before progress. Under public intelligence Széchenyi meant the 
acc ummulat ion of wealth, economic and social development, cultural 
prom-ess, and under nationality he meant the creation of national unity, 
reinstating the Hungarian language into its rights and deepening patriot­
ism. In this connection he assigned a rather important role to Hunga- 
rianization for which primarily the Hungarians themselves have to be­
come suitable, as he said: “Thus first of all Hungarians have to lie cleaned 
from all their dirt so that in the course of time they may become even 
worthy to be followed.” As a concequcncc of national intelligence the 
country would be raised and with it not only the court would become 
stronger but “the hut of the tiller of the soil” would be more handsome 
“and the heart of the largest possible part would be contented and would
praise their luckv circumstances.27
These ideas of Széchenyi, referring also to the major features ol the 
nation reflect the complexity of Hungarian nationalism: the creation of 
unity, which was one of the most important demands of modern national 
movements, was closelv intertwined with the neglect of the objectives 
of the non-Hungarian national movements of the country. Even though 
several features of tolerance can be observed in Széchenvi’s concept, 
similarly to the Hungarian ruling class in general, he could not imagine 
national unity otherwise than by the amalgamation of the peoples of 
multi-national Hungary under the supremacy of the Hungarians.^
Bv further analysing the bourgeois components of Széchenyfs con­
cept it mav be stated that, as against the conservative arguments of 
Dess’ewffv, he more frequently and more definitely stresses the idea of the
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inclusion of the people into the nation in Világ than in Hitel. The home-
“Tf t h e n o T ^ T  ’ he1exP]a'ned* tjJI peasantry bears the burdens alone 
If the nobjhty descends to the peasantry”, he continued, “it is vet insuf­
ficient, but it has to lift the latter to some extent as the homeland would 
he happy and strong only m this manner -  its various inhabitants would 
ho talented and the royal throne would he set on such a rock which cannot 
he shaken either by external force or by the hazards of time ”
He returned to public intelligence, mentioned in connection with 
nationality also in regard to the inclusion of the people into the nation
“the ]1C Sta/ ed m pub 'C 'ntell'gence can effectively develop only if the largest possible portion’, i.e. the people get into a situation where
time is available for reading and culture and if many among them can 
travel not only m the country but abroad as well with the view of obtain 
mg experience. But the largest possible part can get into such a position 
0nIy Jy  ,the mfall,ble laws of eternal nature” one of which is the foliov- 
mg. Return whatever is not yours and fulfil for whatever vou have 
obliged and devoted yourself.” •
, ™uI+d í°n§  f°r the situation when the Hungarian nation could
be cahed a truly free nation, he wrote, and from among Hungarians 
a Josuah would emerge but not for stopping the sun for the sake of hu­
man bloodshed but in view of the better human life to accelerate the
C rM gof°our r r Umerf 16 day,S We haVe to -Pend yet in the imaginl y world of our poor privileges and one-sided freedom!”28
Hie idea of the creation of national unity among the classes based 
on common interest and the introduction of a liberal constitution occurs 
n ilag as well. Just as every individual, the nations also strive for the 
improvement of their position. And the person who is oppressed by slav 
ei>, 01 who is looked after by others, is similar to a nation where there 
is autocracy at large, or wliere only the government acts in the place of 
the nation. Only the independent and free person can truly develop hisf  
mnei strength, and a liberal constitution, an “agreement” based on 
common interest would be in harmony with it in Hungary.
But there is no real nation in Hungary, it inav be found in Vildn as
meanhTe10n” O n^oa^o  f 8® a PomPous Phrase- which has no real meaning. . One can only speak about nation in the country if every­
body is contented, ,f the abode of the people means a ’Triendiv shelter” ‘ if 
laws equally protect virtue and property of all and equJlv condemn 
enme. Only such laws , he confessed, “could elevate the people to the 
nat wn’ on’y such laws promise national light, a strong, happy 
and long life, as only these can realize that not only a relatively small 
denomination may desire and wish the unchangeableness of the country’s 
power, but the wide public, and not by mystification or promises or due 
to some illusion, but should be ready by natural desire L d  Z Z a Z o r e Z  
shed his blood pro arts et focis in reality” (italics mine -  E. A ) Széchenyi 
also referred to a foreign example and elucidated how in England “the 
PeoPle had f‘" a”y formed a nation”. In the closing passage of his book he
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clearlv and definitely stated: Hungary cannot become a happy and ad­
vanced nation until “we do not lift the people into the ranks of the nation, 
i e until from what are privileged provinces eternally dissected by inte­
rests Hungary does not become a free country eternally united by in­
terest ”29Ideas similar to those of Széchenyi did emerge m some counties as 
well The countv of Nógrád stated the following in a declaration dated 
\Piv -5i 1831-' “The further uplift of the glorious Hungarian nation
cannot be achieved more effectively by anything else than by the rights 
that are made proportionate to the duties and by purposeful education 
people are perfected into nationhood. . . and even the smallest membeis 
ire included under the protection of the Partis lTimae 1 itulus nine, to 
which everv human being has a birthright as to the inviolable law of 
nature.” The reference made here is to Part One paragraph 9 of \ er- 
bőczv’s “Tripartite” which summarizes the privileges of the nobility . 
Thus the resolution of Nógrád. to which similar ones were passed bv other 
counties as well, demanded the extension of the nobiliary rights to the 
people, i.e. the realization of bourgeois equality before the law.
Széchenvi dealt with the significance of patriotism m f ¡lag as well, 
and here he defined this emotion in the same manner as in us earlier 
works: patriotism "is the angel of the possible highest uplift of the nation 
the divine protection of its strength, the source of the most beautiful and 
immortal virtues”, the lack of which cannot be perfectly overcome 
anvthing else. And it is only too natural that in his debate with Dessewffv 
he took a position against feudal patriotism, against the ‘national ethos. 
Bv criticizing the nobility. Széchenyi stated that they “either mix up 
with the old. deep-rooted, rusted customs the true ethos of the national 
genius and do not place the manifestation of the latter into w hat is inspired 
bv the mind free of prejudices”, but into something that has gradually 
become their way of life though earlier it was not more Hungarian then 
the forms that should be adopted in tins century At true pa ot.sm 
that demands real sacrifices and the cultivation of the Hungarian lan­
guage those with the “longest mustaches“ have turned their back be­
cause we do not perform the recruiting dance with double reed pip- and 
bagpipe, with the smell of mildewed customs, cabbages and
His important statements on the language should also be refened 
to at this point. First of all Széchenyi emphasized the practical and de­
cisive consequences of the language from the point of emerging nation­
hood The perfectness of the word, he wrote, is not m its pleasant muse 
for the ear but that it should best express whatever exists m thoughts 
Therefore the philisophv of the word or language is not in the elimination 
of a suffix such as nak or -nek, or in the heated protection of a y o r )  
o or u and other superficial trifles.” In this case Széchenyi condemned the 
heated if sometimes more pedantic than expedient linguistic debates 
It should not be forgotten, however, that the linguistic polemic m general 
had greatly promoted the evolution of unified norms so much necessaiy 
to the bourgeois development of the nation.
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• u 0n! i  llis. other important observations was the demand of the 
r.ghts of the living language as against the dead one. Szechenyi branded 
and regarded deserving eurse” those Hungarians who impede ‘Vl e ost
sentat ive of the 'dom esS Hungarian idmm'for ^ n t u r ^ T h u a  K e ’
Finallv, he criticized those who complained of not understandino- 
Hungarian. Such people, he wrote, do not regard tlipir IV, n  ^
unintelligible l,c, an«, i, haa advanced, l.nt l,< L lse they U v T n Z S ’
i n F e W . T l « - »  , i , e T '"  '! nddr<* i «» »•» national a jm l.fvt ebiuaiy, 18-id- the opponents of Hungarian language are backward
and in England also there was an upheaval similar To u
when the English language was introduced in the place of I at in” "There
also it was said that the English would cease to be Eng! is i f  once Hie\
cease to pass the Bills m Latin. But since they use the mother lomnie the
national greatness of the English has been on the increase 32 " ’
Returning to Vilacj it should be mentioned that Szechenyi reproached
Dessewffy for misinterpreting his statements on true patHots ' and
he also protested against the falsifications of his adversary /elated to the
n Leipzig Szechenyi did not only criticize Hungarian feudalism in it 
but offered practical suggestions to the solution of the most important 
question, i.e. the alteration of the relationship of the nobU itH m  t e 
seifs, i zechenyi proposed the change of the feudal conditions by 12 Bills 
the adjustment of the constitution to the spirit of the time* a if i t  • * ’ 
Wdl»,,, any „e.-esal.y
the 2 B ilk61 m T +Wht°le r rk ' The programme items grouped aroundthe 12 Bills remained to be the basic demands of the Hungarian reform 
movement in the subsequent decades as well.
This work also referred to the national integration of classes and to 
the inclusion of the people into the nation, but in LmpaHson to the 
eaiher expositions it contained several new details. Already in the preface 
he outlined the most important aim. the establishment of national unitv
Z Z J  T  anC,enV r hh  and not "°ble, Catholic andshake hands now and do not sacrifice the only benefit but even the very
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existence of your country for your petty skirmishes.’’ Citizen’s existence 
should be granted to every inhabitant of Hungary, he confessed. Ti e 
establishment of every inhabitant of our country as member of the 
naSon would definitely spread life; but the further exclusion of nine 
millions from it would inevitably bring death to our land ! his. is my tiue 
confession!” The nine millions, he expounded, are not only faithful seifs, 
soldiers and patient bearers of all burdens, but they are the last pledge,
than in F i%  in saying that one
cannot speak about nation »here a minority is in a pr.v,leged p o s t a  
a fiw miioritv has no rights. In these countries the primary task is 
X  '‘ « X r o f t l ' r ^ u o n  gi.e. the accession of every inhabitant to the 
common properties of humanity, which is the political existence of evei y - 
bodv ” It is in the interest of the nobility, that “the largest part should 
have its political rights, this would increase internal consumption, streng 
then trade etc. One of Széchenyit arguments for the inclusion of the people 
into the nation was that in the wide masses there was an inexhaustible 
noble sentiment”. The task, the realization of bourgeois transformation 
s such a huge work that “it can be done only by the awakened national 
ethos and will." In this manner Széchenyi linked bourgeois transfoi mat ion
t0 thSzécÍenvfwrote his work entitled Hunnia between 1834 and 183;> 
which mav be regarded the continuation of Stadium so far as he 
Tx ounded in greater detail nine of the 12 Bills mentioned m the latter 
and he intended to elaborate the other three later. But only one, the 
10th was detailed, in which he expounded the necessity of the intic 
cluction of the Hungarian language. Hunnia was written but no pu >
1,SheThe paper^first of all refuted the already mentioned r o t a r y  a ttitu te  
that if “Latin is abolished Hungary ceases to exist Széchényis other 
objective was to prove that the non-Hungarian peoples would not suffer 
disadvantages if the Hungarian language obtains its due place m the life 
of the countrv. All this, he emphasized, would result in remaikable ad 
v ant ages lfor' the court and thus he pleaded the King to allow the w.de- 
s read use of the Hungarian language. And if the acceptance of the Hun 
S  language is in  the c e n tr e d  the work, its analysis offered an op­
portunity gfor several important theoretical conclusions m connectio
WÍth^ u s natÍÍen author studied the relationship between external and 
internal values and the evolution of the Hungarian national character- 
S T S  connection With the impact of Latin on the ^ t e r  ° n ^  Hun­
garians he wrote, have already got rid of their Asian origin and ha 
adopted new habits but we have not sensed, that ‘ our beaut if icatioi
evolves bv mortally hurting our originality and characteristics And ah
is caused’ bv Latin which has hindered the development of Hungai a  
culture. These inhuman fetters have kept apart the Hungarians fro 
“the development of their God-given national originality and mother
E . A R A T Ó ________________________.
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tongue”, and these shackles have isolated the Hungarians from the other 
hvmg nations and have kept them “under the yoke of dead beautifi­
ca tion ... I his heartless tyrant has cut into two the public interest of 
the nation and has thrown the tiller of the soil to the innocentlv despised 
lanks of Hungarians, wlnle it has lifted the nobles to the primacy of Latin 
of stolen merit: thus while it has murdered the sweetest sentiments óf 
.s.v mpatlrv which could have long united the interests of the nobility and 
the peasantry, it has been instilling the curse of separation into the inner­
most veins of the nation during the centuries.” And this dead one still
s t e p ' s ;  vam"ire “ d *™ <*»
Széchenyi accepted the argument that Latin had its significance in 
its time as it had lifted the Hungarians from their once coarse state
tirne’o. th / ’T 6 "  A  S1G ke°pS the bab-v in childhood bevond its time, oi the physician if he constantly gives medicines to the healthv *
It is obvious he stated, that m these cases both the nurse and the pliv-
sician are not useful but a curse. In this argument Széchenvi, in the bitter
s niggle against Latin had attributed an exaggerated significance to the
anguage and another already mentioned view of his on the eternal
tlds i .n th c  10nt  or,gnnal^y and characteristics was in connection with this, l i  t ier on he expounded that only a few peoples have “turned into 
nations”, but the spark that is the necessary initiative of all de " opn en 
generally exists in the peoples. development
usefU.v u f ' T r  b?Urp ° .ii vieT was expressed in the idea that Latin used by the nobles, which differs from the living Hungarian language of
the peasants, has been a hindrance in the establishment of national unitv
,a r  anR a,gainst I;atin Széchenyi particularly attacked those Hun­
garians who had turned against the Hungarian language. Falsehearted 
ones and traitors can always be found in everv nation, he wrote but 
Felons who have abandoned their mother tongue may only be found 
|!' Uf”gary- R u ra l ly  this is also an exaggeration as among the oppressed 
East-Europan peoples and the national minorities of Hungarv the number 
Of uch “traitors” was legion, but Széchenyi kept priimSilv the leading 
naturns in mind and in the case of the oppressed ones he did not regard
is * a t v nie'd exam unPÍementation of different measurementstj  jncal example of the Hungarian nationalism of the period
, fIT ^ h!Pyi blamed tbe educated layer of Hungarians for the eclipse 
the mother tongue, this layer has branded it with the “seal of low-
the hu’ ^  Tbus !t b»8 fallen down to anterooms and stables, to
Hncuaffe nf Iff® , ?f , the rtiUers of the soil; and for centuries the< guage of the land had lain forgotten and without purification, not 
honoured by men and not understood by the fair sex.” Hungarians them­
selves despise their language, so what values may be attributed" o bv
fighT fo "its m o ltthG H7 garians it * A nation that is V n M e Ztight foi its most sacred interests, does not deserve even pity Under
such circumstances the aura of the Hungarian nation will vanish and the
world s judgement on the privileged class will be that it degenerated and
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effeminated, forgot its national duty and a “greater merit” of the Hun­
garians can be found among the “common people”.
In connection with the problem of the language Széchenyi repeatedly 
sharplv attacked “the Hungarian faults", self-love, vanity and pride 
He called attention to self-examination, to a giving-up of the illusions 
and to the moral misery of the country.35 But these faults were hardly 
Hungarian characteristics and Széchenyi was right as far as he kept m 
mind the feudal Hungarian ruling class living in crisis, but m general 
this was characteristic of the ruling classes of peoples living under s.milai 
conditions.
When studying the assertion of the Hungarian language the theoreti­
cal questions of the relationship with the non-Hungarian peoples were to 
l,e treated as well. Széchenyi first of all suggested that if the cause of the 
mother tongue did not enjoy great respect some time ago even among 
the Hungarians, then the non-Hungarians cannot come to respect and 
honour it soon. This was one of the reasons why he condemned forced 
Hungarianization, pression and too early action work with fire and 
sword, and autodafés in many places.” Pressure bears counter-pressure, 
effort bears effort, action bears reaction, he confessed. By a few' charac­
teristic strokes he drew an excellent image of the general methods of 
Hungarianization. Here the Rumanians listen to Hungarian sermons, 
he wrote, there a Hungarian master sweats away at German apprentices. 
From another part there is lamentation, because “the shirt was not inside 
the trousers or did not even extend to them in the Hungarian style, but 
was left loose.” Elsewhere the company enjoys the entertainment mutely 
because onlv Hungarian speech is permitted, but the majority does not 
understand the language. “From here the heaviest curses bang against 
everything that is not original Hungarian. Here the Hungarian gar­
ment is readv for the reception of the magistrate, etc. ..And there 8 no 
denying that these childish constraints of the spread of our nationality 
(„cur everywhere.” But this is nothing, he continued as those who m-e 
involved are extremely irritated by this “soft headed and dull effoit 
which does not only hinder the spread of the Hungarian language, but 
makes it hateful and even may push it into ultimate danger.'
Széchenyi rightly referred to the non-Hungarians who also wanted 
to develop their nationality and he regarded the just defence of the > lo­
yales. the beginnings of the linguistic struggle37 as a retribution against 
forced Hungarianization, which had also reflected the fact that the non- 
Hungarian peoples of the country fight for the same national rights as 
the Hungarians. Thus Széchenyi, while recognizing the justness of the 
movements of national minorities, yet in their actual appeal an< 
primarily saw the flames of vengeance. Similarly when the C* ;°^ans and 
Slovaks'justly criticized the concept of ‘one political nation by mami 
clearlv distinguishing between the Hungarian nation and Hungary the 
country of the common homeland, Széchenyi branded it as irascibility
and petulence.
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This contradiction in itself shows that Szechenvi supported Hun«, 
namzation How should then this be done according to the author?
7  tf2»5B£S£: t t Z & Z lS S
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In these tolerant methods there was definitely something nositivc 
particularly ,f we remember that he considered the'introduction of bour- 
gcois iclonus as the central component of this popularization In n 
meantime the inner contradiction of the concept which made im 
ramme unrealistic and impracticable is obvious. As we could see P£ f
n o r ^ , “ aCkn0r ICd?edtl,e right ,,f the national movements oP the non-Hungarian peoples: i.e essentially t |lnf . , , 01 1 ne
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t boy would be condemned to eternal silence 1» W ar of , h ^ S g h C b
a constantly recurring idea with Széchenyi and he went as far as contra­
dicting to his earlier views stating that the non-Hungarian peop es would 
have merged long ago had “their external focuses not constantly heat 
‘ d kent them alive.” This concept can hardly be accepted if we remembei 
that in the case of the Serbians and Rumanians, due to the immeasurable 
wehdvt the Turkish rukf, the situation of their compatriots living m 
Hungary was hicomparably easier and their national consciousness con-
SeqU¥ i ^ Í r Í <E ' presented here, in connection with the non Hum 
garians and their nations living in the neighbourhood, led him to he 
conclusion that the Hungarian is the only nation which is not pci nutted 
to use its mother tongue and thus it cannot live with tins unalienable 
ri.rlit of everybody. The language of the Rumanians, he wrote, is an 
offical language in the Rumanian principalities, the Slav language m 
R u S a  a X i  Serbia, Greek in new Hellas, and the German language m
SeVer\VeChaíers 2 ’n that the Count had even envisaged the destruction of 
Hungarians The disapperance of any nation is a loss for humanity am 
it is\>articularlv so in the case of Hungarians because, he emphasized 
possess a great treasure, i.e. a free constitution and in this respect 
the Hungarians take advantage of all the neighbouring naHons. Szedien 
expounded upon the opportunities and ccpparent qualities of free and 
slave peoples and subsequently concluded that the existcnc 
constitution is in vain if the nation may not use its own language because 
< n “ it'is  farther away “from the opportunity of development
than the most savege people who can freely use *¡„"¿$¡2 and Stádium 
It is worth noting that in this case Széchényi, unlike in Hitel and **«»*“ «* 
in connection with the relationship with the nationalities, was speaking 
about the feudal constitution as a free one. mam y because this codex 
of nobiliarv rights had definitely guaranteed certain P«v,j®g ‘ thi 
Hungarian’ruling class against the non-Hungarian peoples. Lhus in th . 
context certain elements of nobiliary nationalism can be observed m 
Széchenvi’s concept as well. At the same time it cannot be forgotten eit hei 
that he' maintained the necessity of the inclusion of ^ T Z ü ^ l  
irrespective of nationality into the constitution and he stated, national 
greatness cannot be achieved with folded arms lazily, smoking a pipe 
with vain dreaming and proud, clumsy' knowledge .
A great part of the ideas expounded in Hunnia was expressed >. 
Széchenvi in the debates of the Diet on the Hungarian language, i.e. Hunnia 
written in the same period of the speeches. If 
are collated it would appear that though in the speeches he did turn 
definitely against Latin, yet they were not so sharp as Hunnia, he was 
more tolerant and understanding with his criticism against the nobiliary 
concept in defence of Latin at the Diet.
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The concept of Ferenc Kölcsey
The excellent poet, politician and critic was particularly interested 
m the problem of the national traditions. He was the first to deal with 
tins important theoretical question in two works in 1826. In one of them 
a speech never delivered, entitled “Mohács”, he argued that as in the 
life of every human being, so in the life of nations there are fortunate and 
unfortunate days that are never forgotten. Fortunate events mav bring 
bhw f f blossoming forth of the nation but one can learn from the 
blmvsoffate as well. Therefore the past of the nation is similar to the
he cÍÍws o!delThed father ° f WhK'l|1. '¡e sPeaks mi,( h tf> bis children when he grows old These reminiscences link the generations together. “National
antiquity and history is so welding, so much promotes the urge of unitv ”
One should learn about the past, “the smallest national glorv” would
ignite flames m the late descendants. For all nations their traditions
have a great significance, and a nation that “reduces the memory of its
past ages to nothing, kills its own national existence nations filled
7 “ , ??'"* **<* «* trad ition  in vain; thov did ¿ t  r i Sthe history of past centuries in vain.”42 * *
Kölcsey’s other work already carries this important criterion of 
bourgeois national development in the title. In the centre of the paper on 
aesthetics emphasising the significance of national traditions the idea 
appears that Hungarian poetry would become national if it returned to
thatUhot an<1 a !!re?gth from there- '< is n<>‘ difficult to realizethat bot the former and the latter have their childhood, youth and man­
hood. followed by the decay of old age. The youth of nations is a semi­
savage state and this is exactly the period that gives originality to the
tradhion h“i nf IO,m • he,;°,c age leavcs behind and moulds the national traditions which are in close contact with the national poetrv. Where
there is no ancient tradition there is no national poetrv either ‘
Along bis literary analysis Kölcsey inevitably touched upon the 
character and'0" ?"d ,!°.mted out tho close connection between national 
universíí h n nat'°nal iangufge with the help of examples taken from 
consideribK n Z l  Fou"d, that ‘be Hungarian national traditions arc 
b u t u s t ' -  * f í  a,nd he was not satisfied with the mere statement 
was trying to find the causes of impoverishment as well. Were there
drc>i)nec 1 a,uhInrc>f CC* 1 ° / H:mgananS ? But this Possibility he immediately dropped and leferrcd to the originality and antiquity of the Hungarian
o fS Si « the glo; ,oas fa«  «f the Conquest. Did the ‘nation’ noM hiS  
be said c hcngl dCCidS t0 \ bG 8lirtessors ? ~ be continued. This cannot 
sonus a re  Unn em,)has,ze(1‘ as the activities of the bards and all those
th e ?  H at tbe'Tn' r  cPra,Se thC °1<l deed* of the ‘nation-. It is possible en that the long distance m time, the “storms upsetting the status”
y J S t f S  'C f T “  0 f ,h “ "'«> <Mvl..n. L t  ft m aJbe
memórieí O? ' a  estrangemeilt of the grandchildren towards the 
memories of antiquity, nationality, and patriotism.” It is difficult to
decide, he continued, but it is a positive fact that lately the Hungarians
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do not pav homage to the memory of the heroic past. Does not all this 
show the'author asked “that we lack national enthusiasm and the tra ­
ditions of the heroic age of the nation have found their grave m the sinful 
estrangement of our bosom?
In connection with the Hungarian national tradition, Kölcsey dealt 
with the ‘melancholy’ national character of Hungarians and he stressed 
that this may not only he the result of slavery but also of the depth of 
emotions. It 'is  difficult to classify whether this melancholy character is 
an ancient feature of Hungarians or is of later origin. In Kölcsey s writings 
the poor Hungarian outlaw and the concept of the glorious nation are 
frequently linked together: “Compare the two, pass through the alternat- 
ing centuries of glorv and ill fate in your soul and you will see what light 
and da.kness embrace painfully in our national sentiment. W ho would not 
see that such a mixture cannot bear but sentimentalism?* 1 his senti­
mentalism essentially differs from the romantic, amorous character. And 
with this Kölcsey expressed his ars poetica, his lyric poetry also reflected 
this patriotic sentimentalism.
Jt is worth noting that by analysing the Hungarian character Köl­
csey stressed that Christianity, politics and sciences have brought the 
Hungarians much closer to their European neighbours but their consti­
tution language and customs also greatly distinguish the Hungarians 
from the others. “Thus it happened that they have adopted several 
European colours while retaining several non-European ones, but these 
latter ones were far more obvious only half a century ago, than now. . . ,
the poet acknowledged with some pain.
Thus Kölesev reached his main message: one should turn towards 
the songs of the people which have retained their originality and the 
“odrinál spark of true national poetry” should be sought in them. • he 
author’s pain felt about the disappearance of the ancient characteristics 
shows some relationship with nobiliary nationalism, but there is also 
a fundamental difference between the two concepts: while Kölcsey was 
seeking the ancient characteristics of the nation in the songs of the people, 
feudal nationalism was strengthening the backwardness and conser­
vatism of the nobilitv with the ancient traditions. And even though there 
were ideas in Kölcsev’s essav that did not pass the test of time (on national 
character, on the age of nations) even these digressions had strengthened 
the emerging bourgeois national ideology. While the study of national 
traditions present Kölcsey as a supporter of bourgeois ideas, it should 
not be forgotten either that some typical features and arguments of 
nobiliary nationalism occasional appear in his works. In his ragmen 
on the history of philosophy entitled “Magyar” (Hungarian) he spoke about 
“popular peculiarities” that had evolved at the time of the Conquest and 
which are the “fountain of nationality”. In his poem entitled ’ I isztuptas 
(Re-election of Officials) written in September 1832. he commemorated 
the nobility electing the officials of the country as the free people O n e  
year later, in October 1833 lie sent a letter of thanks to the Estates of 
Szatmár county and here similarly he mentioned the nobility as the
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"free nation”. Or in September 1837 in his speech delivered at the session 
of Szatmár county he regarded the freedom of speech of the nobles as
nff na, inia derivmg from the nobiliary constitution, which wasoffended by the Government in Bars county.44
i Sjrnj lai;Iy to Széchenyi, Kölcsey, as a deputy of the Diet, frequently 
dealt with the matter of the Hungarian language, and he also raised some
r r r  i|,r0blems of the language as the decisive criterion of the nation 
On the 40th anniversary of the reign of Francis I  he stated that the Hun­
garians had learned during those decades “that in our language we pos­
sess not only sounds that differ from other languages but also strength 
that is the sole support of our existence.“ ” ’
January ¡ ír*  ¡ 1 ° ^  down in his d,ar.v of the Diet on
“ / , 22' ^ v 3’., 10 rHunganan Peers rejected the demand of
the petition and bill written m Hungarian. An Englishman passing through 
Pozsony at the time of the Diet ot 1825 said with consternation^SirT 
your freedom is a ridicule. You fight that you may express yourselves 
by > our own words! And what savage people are not given this right bv 
natuie itself. And what is it that is denied this right?” Thus Kölcsey 
attributing it to an Englishman, expressed Herder’s idea which was gener- 
allv accepted among the non-Hungarian peoples as well.
In those days Kölcsey worded several messages of the Lower House 
addressed to the Lpper House and in them he referred to the ancient 
features of the Hungarian language and to the glorious past in order to 
persuade the magnates to accept the rights of the language. He did not 
onh use arguments typical of feudal nationalism but he utilized the well 
known bourgeois ideas as well. Thus he referred to that Horderian view 
according to which the soul is only in a living body and this holds true 
for the language as well.
ADr/h is a a ar ,K>.urge° 's argument can be found in his speech of early 
h 1833 m which he answering to the peers, stressed the democratic 
clement m the demand for the Hungarian language. The peers want to 
make such a sacred language” of Latin, he said, “which would separate 
them fr°m the crowds. Or, are they afraid of democracy if the mother- 
tongue is lifted ? N ith this he p rac tica l challenged the right of the small 
numberc.fpeers of vetoing the resolutions of the Lower House representing 
the majority of the nobility. ®
T„ .,r|.he m.easage 111 an®'ver to the peers was also written in those days 
In this justification of the spread of Hungarian language and the neees- 
S,t> o f ’t« usc- natural and historical rights jointly appear. “Availing our- 
seh es of the unlimited use of the language of the country” Kölcsey wrote 
thus one of the most important natural rights is at stake; and to aim at 
it, to follow it constantly with not averted glance, is an indispensable 
requirement of patriotism and nationalism.” One can drive away the 
nation from its land, he continued, but settling down in another country 
it still remains a nation. A nation deprived of its language, however 
ceases to live. I he ancestors of Hungarians, having left their earlier
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homeland “had created a new home here because bringing with them the 
language they had brought with it the country and the nation. The 
language is a great treasure and it is dear twice as it was threatened 
during the reign of Joseph II, thus it is only natural that the nation is 
attached to this treasure with deep love “on the heritage of its forefathers, 
Which has been preserved from the storms of centuries by miraculous
HApartVfrcnnCthe language Kolcsey also dealt with the concept and 
definition of the homeland and patriotism several times. In Mohacs he 
expounded against cosmopolitism saying that even animals search a place 
for themselves where they retire after their daily wanderings; would the 
gravest curse of destiny only lie with man: that he has to be a- wanderer 
all over the hiding star and be everywhere, only to remain an alien e \e i\ - 
where?” The person who does not feel happier ‘ in the narrow circle of 
his household” than elsewhere, cannot be attracted towards humanity 
with pure, sacred sentiment. And the homeland is nothing else than a ug 
household. “All such households are kept together or s e a t e d  their 
own language, habits, ancestors, traditions, good and ill luck. An 
imnortant feature of the homeland is the common past winch is either 
neglected faithlessly by the late descendants or “a richly flourishing na­
tional life” develops from it. • . • „God created one chest for the heart, continued Kolcsey in Ins ex­
position on the homeland, similarly He has given one country to a man. 
Nobodv can be strong who has no objective, therefore everybody has to 
work for his own country, has to concentrate all Ins love and strength on 
the countrv. A single person cannot die for the whole world and humanity , 
he can sacrifice his life only for the people of his household, of his country 
as a mortal heart cannot endure a gerater one. And the homeland may e 
tinv but the devotion to it cannot depend on its size. In Kolcsey s pa­
triotism there was the love of that home, country, and land which was 
sprinkled with the blood of heroes. Later, on the basis of the experience 
of sympathy and support for the Polish rising of 1830-1831, Hungarian 
patriotism was given international dimensions.
1 A rtho patriotism was an important part of S^clrony,'» concept and 
it occurred frequently in Kolcsey’» writings as • *  h,! : *
Diet he raised the question for himself on December, 13, 1832. does he 
do everything for the country, does he have the courage to face obsta 
cles would he be able to bear ingratitude and lack of understanding which 
he has to take into account in the service of the country. To this active 
patriotism he could repeatedly draw strength from the example of such 
heroes like Hunyadi, Szondi and the Znnyis A few days later on a  
27th he wrote in his diary that patriotism had always been linked to ideal 
images with him and his disillusionment was particularly great when he 
participated in the disctrict sessions of the Diet. “ And days pass , we 
m iv read “ . .and you still require of me to stand here enthusiastic and 
deliver inflammatory speeches to you until you surround me with icy 
cold, waiting for your turn? ’
The image of the homeland appeared to him later on as well, and if 
ns struggles at the Diet are kept in mind, it is not surprising that he also 
expressed himself in a tone of despair. The homeland, lie wrote “is a 
crumbling castle above another shore! Anytime, but not now! — Home- 
land and von crumbling walls, when will you stand sound and whole?” 
All this, however, had driven him to action.
These ideas, deep patriotism and the necessity of action were linked 
in his poems as well. He wrote the following into a keepsake album:
“My message is of four words, remember them well and pass them
°n to ,vour son when you expire: THE HOMELAND COMES FIRST.”
following''011161 Wr'ting ° f h'S °f el)i8rammatic nature we may read the
"All careers are glorious if they shed light on your homeland.
Learn to struggle and win. You have to struggle and win for your
homeland.”*
It is only natural that patriotism based on this deep sentiment and 
active behaviour could not neglect the criteria of nobiliary nationalism 
manifested m formalities. And in reality there are several'comments in 
his diary of the Diet on the topic.46
Kölcsey’s manifestations on the country so far discussed do not 
always reveal whether under the term patria  he meant the nobiliary 
homeland and under nation  the feudal only, or he included the working 
people mto the concept of the homeland and nation. The unambiguous 
answer is given by h.s diary of the Diet. On December 20. 1832 he de­
scribed with sympathy Széchenyit ‘liberal’ ideas, which were not under­
stood by many who had an aversion from them. “Széchenyi”, “had said 
many nice things about the good consequences of propriety, of the exten­
sion of the constitution to the whole people.”47
írom that time onwards this bourgeois idea can be frequently found 
m his diary of the Diet, which was no more a piece of information but 
reflected his passionate attitude. On January 11, 1833 he again dealt 
with patriotism and the idea was raised in connection with the event that 
the royal proposals presented to the Diet had altered the already accepted 
agenda and placed before commerce the matter of statute labour** i.e 
the agricultural problem. This greatly surprised the lower House and 
even the opposition. This change did not suit the nationalism of Hun­
garian nobility. One should remember Dessewffy’s Taglalni, the concept 
of which, m contrast to that of Széchenyi was that the basic issue was the 
development of commerce and not the solution of the problem of serfdom 
I he deputies, and m the beginning even the opposition did not see what 
the plans were behind tins alteration. Actually the Court expected to
* close prose rendering of the verses (the transl.)
.** The author uses a latinized Hungarian word, i.e. urbárium, which is a typically feudal 
erm, meaning the regulation of the duties o f serfs. In the English rendering the narrower 
teim statute labour is used for convenience’s sake, (the transl.)
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turn the people against the nobility with this change because the nobility 
in accordance with its nationalist concept, would stick to the original 
order and because of the heated debates that would ensue around the 
problems of trade, the bill standing on the second place, m statute labour 
would not be passed either. In this case the people might be convinced 
that it is just the Hungarian nobility in opposition to the Court which 
hinders the improvement of the position of the peasantry. The policy ot 
contrasting the nobility and the peasantry, i.e. divide et imperu had been 
a well working method of the Court and was duly corresponding to its 
policy on the national minorities. The Austrian Government followed the 
same pattern later on as well, when it could claim the bloodiest success
in 1846, at the time of the Galician rising.
The majority of the opposition fell into the trap at first and tl 
district session had passed the resolution that the discussion of the matter 
on statute labour should be preceded by the debate on commerce. But 
the liberal deputies under the leadership of Wesselényi decided foi the 
primacy of the bill on statute labour at the national session on January 12, 
and after a heated debate the bill on statute labour got to the first place 
with a marginal majority of one or two votes.48 .
After this necessary deviation Kölcsey s entry m his diary on pati 1 t- 
ism can be understood.' Patriotism, he confessed, if it is nothing else but 
opposition to the government, i.e. if the agricultural question cannot be 
separated from it, in that case patriots stand by commerce but if pa­
triotism is symonymous with the “straight, pure, warm attraction to­
wards the homeland and its sons, then patriots stand by the agricultural 
question. “To settle the subject of the statute labour in a manner, he 
wrote “that at last the masses of working people should enter into the 
bourgeois constitution and by which the constitution should win, instead 
of seven hundred thousand souls debased by poverty and eifemination, 
ten millions capable of ascending: this is such an idea that could occur 
only in a person who dearly loves his country. And the poet added quite 
justly that many had voted for the primacy of the matter of statute 
labour because this order was proposed by the Court and these deputies 
represented the view: render unto Ceasar that is due to Ceasai
One dav later the matter of patriotism again occupied Kölcsey s 
mind in connection with the same question. And now he firmly turned 
against that nobiliary nationalist view which linked patriotism to oppo­
sition bv all means. “This is an infallible compass, my dear friends. Ac­
cording to it we mav always know -  he said with justified irony 
what should be denied? And as patriotism being a negation, we should 
never lose that way.” Thus, those who voted for the primacy of the agri­
cultural question are not patriots, but followers of the Court; and those 
who think in this manner make a great mistake! Kölcsey pointed ont how 
significant is the difference between the attitude of the Government and 
of the constitution, as the latter ones are the true patriots: Because by 
the matter or statute labour the Government wants statute labour, 
whereas Wesselényi and the others want a nation by i t . . . .
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Kölcsey also reported the nature of the debate and voting on the 
question of protecting the tax-paying serf against the arbitrariness of 
the powerful ones. I he conservatives saw the burial of the constitution 
in the partial victory of the liberals. In this context the author wrote in 
ns diary the following on June 21, 1833: why should the constitution be 
lost because the pr.viliged few thousands cannot anymore beat 24 on the 
unprivileged millions It must be stated that this is a great deterioration 
of the constitution i( the constitution only consists of the right of beating 
As far as I am concerned I have to declare with all the simplicity of mv 
soul that I am no friend to the constitution of the stick, neither to the 
constitution of the prison.”
In his speech delivered on November In, 1834 on the matter of 
voluntary manumission compensation Kölcsey expressed again the bour­
geois idea of including the people into the nation. What are the landlords 
protected by from the fury of the peasantry, is that perhaps the execu­
tioner s sword and rope ? All this is only miserable means, the true link is 
joint interest which links the members of the nation to the country with 
equal strength and this interest consists of two words- freedom ami 
properly.” All this is needed because all the burdens are carried bv the 
people and they have to defend the country as well “though he has no 
homeland, he is not linked to the country by anv interest, because we 
do not allow him to have property.”
In his farewell address to the Diet Kölcsey effectively summarized 
Ins activities on February 9. 1835: “Our slogans have been : homeland and 
progress. Those who want stillness instead of progress should think it 
over as the word stillness has several meanings. The up-to-date progress 
means survival and motionlessness brings about decay.”
A few years later in the poem written in 1838 and antitied “Rebellis 
vers (Rebel s poem) he expressed more sharply the closely knit concept 
of homeland and progress, of national independence and bourgeois trans­
formation, than previously at the Diet:
“Zrinyi’s blood washed Vienna 
Yet no one took revenge:
Rákóczi fought for our land,
And met his death with the Turks.
Paris promised us freedom 
But you did not take it,
You deserve yokes, coward people 
And curses of what’s remaining ”'18*
! he demand of establishing national integration was based on the 
inclusion of the people into the nation in the ease of Kölcsey as well 
which as we have seen in Széehenyi’s ideas, meant the leading role of 
the nobility: people should be made interested in matters of the country
* Rough translation (the transi.)
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bv .riving equal rights to them, by lifting and bringing them behind the 
trenches of the constitution. The union of interests, as an order of his­
tory had undoubtedly carried in itself some realistic possibilities of the 
temporary alliance between the nobility growing bourgeois and the
' In the speech already referred to and entitled “Mohács , the poet 
arsiued for the country common for the peasant and the master with 
common historical past', which naturally meant pushing the class interests 
of the peasants into the background. What else could link the Hungarians 
together he wrote, than the common days of joy and sorrow of the an­
cestors “because where the ancestor of the master of the palaces was 
victorious or died, there the ancestor of the inhabiants of huts was also 
victorious or died. Such memory has universal appeal to all hearts. Rank 
and property are owned by some; but everybody shares the name of the 
nation and the country.” This was expressed in a poetic form by him in
the following line (1833): TT . .,„ „
“The aim is national light. To achieve it, Hungarian people, unite.
In this vear he wrote in his diary of the Diet (January 11) that 
‘castes’ and separating walls should be pulled down within the nation and 
instead of separation the strength of the nation should be sought in unity.
It is known from the diary of the Diet that at that time Kölcsey 
was also preoccupied with the theoretical problems of the unity of in­
terests. And all this was related to the ] robkm set for the Diet i.e. the 
matter of statute labour. On January, 21 he wrote, that in Hungary 
“under the title of popular interest” at least three different interests exist, 
“on which we cannot as vet reach a compromise or merge the three into 
one and we do not really want to do so, they are the interests of the no­
bility the bourgeoisie and the peasantry.” The first, he wrote, struggles 
with the Court for its constitutional rights and suppresses the second 
while it “keeps below itself the third”. The second, i.e the bourgeoisie 
“bows its head in front of the Court and wrangles with the nobility. 
The third, i.e. the interests of the peasantry have not yet been worded 
in their totality. And until the nobility “does not take the serf as a brothei 
to fight together with, instead of patronizing him”, the Court, in accord­
ance with its well-known policy, can pretend to be the guardian of peasant 
interests. This, explained Kölcsey, would attract some humanistic nobles 
to the side of the Court who should link the interests of the nation with 
that of the peasantry instead.
In his entry of January 30 the author analysed the relationship 
between the bourgeoisie and the peasantry and first of all raised the o - 
lowing question: what is the reason that while liberalism and the oppo­
sition in Europe “lives in town”, with us this layer comes from the non- 
baronial group of the nobility. And as the bourgeoisie saw that its place 
was taken by the nobility in the Diet and they had no common interest 
with the nobles as a “privileged class”, it timidly stepped back and began 
to look towards the Court in its difficult position. The situation of the 
bourgeoisie elsewhere -  and here Kölcsey again thought of Western
Europe — differs from the one in Hungary that there it had found the 
nobility in the upper House and in alliance with the Court and thus the 
bourgeoisie represented the opposition and liberalism.50
Kölcsey’s present analysis on the characteristics of the conditions 
here was surprisingly adequate (the weakness of Hungarian bourgeoisie, 
the significant role of the lesser nobility). Hut he neglected the number 
of common interests of the nobility taking to bourgeois ways and of the 
weak Hungarian bourgeoisie. It is because Kölcsey turned his attention 
towards the patrician bourgeoisie and forgot about the majority of the 
German and Jewish bourgeoisie in Hungary which did not support the 
Court but the Hungarian national movement.
The views of Miklós Wesselényi in his ‘Babfélétekről’
(On Prejudices)
This work was already complete in 1831 but it was published only 
two years later and outside the borders of the country. As the title of the 
work itself shows, the author’s objective was the criticism of the attitude 
of the nobility. One can serve the country best, he explained, if the ‘wrong 
ideas and faulty views’ are refuted. These prejudices cover the whole of 
economic and political life, of the relationship with the serfs and of social 
contact. A whole series of prejudices separate the various layers, classes 
and peoples of Hungary, he explained. To despise other nations is also 
a characteristic prejudice. Several wrong not ions can be found in connec tion 
with the ancient traditions as well. It is worth noting that Wesselényi 
was anxious about the Hungarian constitution because of the Court and 
the loyal aristocrats and this anxiety was not unjustified. Such an expo­
sition of the country served the purpose of making his moderate bourgeois- 
national proposals acceptable for the lesser nobility. These ‘prejudices 
against the homeland’ touching upon the constitution were summarized 
bv him in five items. It is said, he wrote, that the Hungarian constitution 
has no guarantee, that it is not in the liberal spirit, it does not meet the 
demands of the age, that it cannot be improved as any alteration would 
upset the whole and finally it is because of the resolutions of the constitu­
tion that industry and commerce do not develop, there is neither money, 
nor credit. No doubt these views of the author indicate traces of nobiliary 
nationalism with him as well, as he saw in the constitution, and not 
without any basis, one of the safeguards of Hungarian independence, 
which in this respect can be filled with bourgeois content.
At the same time Wesselényi’s sharp criticism should not be for­
gotten either, in which he sided with the peasantry £ gainst several institu­
tions ol serfdom codified in the nobiliary eonstitut ion (c orporal punishment, 
house tax. the arbitrariness of the officials of the counties, etc.). He 
condemned with harsh words that the serfs were bound to the soil and 
considered it a “loathsome monstrosity” of humanity, “which is a mis­
erable dirt of the history of the race, lasting for several centuries among 
us to the greatest disgrace of the best moral and Christian emotions.”
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Thus Wesselényi, when lie protected the nobiliary constitution lie ex- 
pressly stated that its greatest shame is the condifieation of the lack of 
all rights of the peasantry “and I consider it just as dangerous”, lie wrote, 
“as it hurts the truly cultured and meek human sentiment.”
The liberal politician, in his intention to improve the constitution, 
considered necessary and justified the role of the opposition, but lie also 
expressed bis loyalty towards the monarch, though mainly because of 
tactical reasons. The relationship of his reform programme with the 
constitution was summarized by him in the following: “I deem necessary 
and strongly desire eminent improvement in keeping with the spirit of 
time and with our situation, but only by lawful way, building the new 
always on the magnificent foundations of our ancient constitution.”51 
Wesselényi also attributed importance to the presentation of the 
shortcomings of the nation even though it is criticized by many. It is 
better if the Hungarians themselves speak about their faults because 
foreigners are often led by ‘angry soul’, the consequence of which is abuse 
and vituperation. The baron was against flattery and a phenomenon 
related to it: saving the nation from the frank disclosure of its faults. 
At the same time Wesselényi expounded that “the Hungarian nation is 
the hard offspring of strong parents” who had outstanding national char­
acteristics but ill fate had thrown it into adversity, “had given to it 
coarse and tricky step-parents who, together with external damage and 
internal disease hindered its development; it had been suffering under 
these burdens and frequently appeared in the shape of old age though 
it has not yet reached the age of strong youth.”
These ideas show several similarities to Széchenyi’s views. The di­
rect impact of H itel may be taken into account, but primarily the close 
and warm friendship between Széchenyi and Wesselényi and their com­
mon travels abroad should be kept in mind. Due to this close relationship 
the regular discussion of the problems preoccupying both of them can 
also be inferred. Thus the similar ideas could be the products of discussion.
The nationalist attitude of blind love for the country and contempt 
of the achievements of other peoples occur in Széchenyi’s as well as Wes­
selényi’s writings. And in this respect passages of almost entirely similar 
wording can be found e.g. in the condemnation of the concept of ‘Extra 
Hungáriám...’. In Wesselénvi’s writings a new element is the analysis 
of the remarks despising the virtues of other nations. These, he explained, 
mainly derive from ignorance and an unfamiliaritv with the life of other 
peoples. At the same time he also condemned those who imitate things 
foreign, no matter whether good or bad.
In connection with the contempt ot other nations W esselényi sharply 
attacked Hungarian bias when judging the national characteristics. He 
considered it a prejudice, that in Hungary many regarded only the Hun­
garians decent, honest and brave. “Just as among us, alas! there are quite 
a lot of deceitful and double-hearted people, so among the other nations 
one could find people who are virtuous and deserve respect.” Wesselényi 
emphasized that the Hungarians should utilize better their aptitudes and
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opportunities in the fields of physical skill, sciences, crafts and arts in 
order to overcome their backwardness.
Wesselényi found his way easily among these frequently occurring 
questions. We may completely agree with his attitude that “the charac­
terization of nations e.g. that the Spanish are proud, the English are 
grave, the French are heedless, etc. “is too much simplified. “These spir­
itual features” he wrote, are also misleading. “There is no such nation 
which would consist only of proud, grave, heedless, or good and brave 
people; there are people from this sort or the opposite everywhere I have 
seen so lazy and sluggish French that it was difficult for the earth to 
c a n \ them, but 1 have seen rather heedless Englishmen also ” 2^
Wesselényi was also preoccupied by the question of what makes the 
nations rich. And his answer also corresponds to Széchenyit views in 
several aspects. Wesselényi, as it can be found in Hitel as well, regarded 
the ‘culture of the strength of mind’ to be the source of richess. And in 
stressing the importance of culture the author went beyond Széchenyi 
and regarded this criterion quite one-sidedly as the ‘sole source’ of getting 
richess. Wesselényi explained that a country mav be rich in minerals 
may have fertile soil, yet “beside all these blessings it would remain’ 
poor if it has no culture and beautification”. Favourable national char­
acteristics cannot be causes of the acquisition of wealth bv the nation 
because the germs of the best characteristics remain undeveloped if the 
soil of the nations is kept frozen by the icv breath of the lack of culture 
ignorance or oppression.” A favourable political situation, good laws 
and constitution cannot alone make a nation wealthy. Wesselényi is 
right in the fundamental idea that the material richness of the country 
and the good qualities of a nation, are already the consequences of the 
given economic and social conditions, and are by themselves insufficient 
to favourable development. It is worth noting that the author had cor­
rectly referred to the spirit of the age in connection with the development 
of the nation as it presses ’ts stamp on the latter.
Wesselényi studied in general the criteria of the freedom and inde­
pendence of nations in close connection with the problem of their ^row­
ing richess A nation is free only, he confessed, if it can work and move 
about freely. And this free work is inspired by the desire to meet its re­
quirements, to achieve its wishes, to fulfil its' expectations and longings 
If itjias  no opportunity and aptitude for all this, “then there is no real 
free movement but the limbs are burdened by chains and it is followed 
by the stiffening of death and not of labour, and by the silence of languish.” 
And the connection between the two ideas becomes clear when the author 
expounds that an ignorant and coarse nation is poor as well, “the poor is 
weak, the weak is servile and a prey to the powerful ones. According to 
the eternal law of proportions the weak would always be subjected to the 
strong.”
I t  is not difficult to recognize behind these general explications of 
Wesselényi the allusions to the Hungarian conditions. And though the 
author was loyal to the Austrian monarch in many respects, his^ ideas
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expressed on the freedom and independence of the nation sharply criti­
cized th> policy of the Austrian government is Hungary.
The author had linked culture with nationality. This idea can he 
found in Széchenvi’s writings as well. Thus Wesselényi, while earlier 
dealing with universal beautification, later he also expounded that he 
only hopes for the happiness of Hungary by “the intellectual education 
and spread of the nationality.” And enthusiasm towards the homeland 
and its laws was regarded by him to be the main sustaining force of the nation.
Thus we reach the matter of patriotism and patriotic education about 
which one can frequently read in his work. It was he who had made 
a survev of the phenomena of unpatirotism and consciously aimed at the 
weeding off of these prejudices as he had put it. Thus Wesselényi was 
among the first to indicate the trend of a patriotic bourgeois education.
He defined patriotism First of all similarly to Széchenyi and m 
stressing the importance of the motherland there is some affinity of his 
views with those of Kölcsev: “The most natural and sweetest emotion is 
the attachment ot the homeland, the love of the motherland; and patriot­
ism deriving from the acknowledgement of sacred duties, built on this 
love is the source of most of the beauties and good things, which alone 
refines beastly man into glorious moral being.
Wesselényi found that the introduction of the country and the 
deepening of patriotism do not obtain their proper place in the education 
of children and the vouth in Hungary. Whereas it would be necessary 
from earlv ehildhood'that the children would come to know their country 
and its historv on the level of their mental development. If tins were 
done then there would be neither “stupid prejudices, nor the weed of 
unpatriotism” in Hungary. Rut instead several duties are dinned into 
the ears of the vouth which they cannot perform” . . . and they are taught 
about their duties towards the sensible and senseless animals, insects and 
even towards the angels, but what are the duties towards the country 
Do they exist at all ? The youth would rarely hear these even mentioned 
during his whole school career.”
X pon leaving school the impressive youth gets into various com­
panies where most frequentlv the unpatriotic mood prevails; this is fol­
lowed by Wesselényid account on the unfavourable impact of such, 
mainlv nobiliarv circ les where the youth < an hardly hear Hungarian speech, 
or expressions O f the national sentiment. Instead he has to listen Jo a 
ridiculing of everything, “a mockery of all that belongs to the country 
and evc-n of patriotism.” In such circles not a single wise word can e 
heard, boring and insignificant things are spoken about, and it is only the 
ignorance of the persons present or their prejudice that is darker than 
the smoke of the ones reclining on the sofa with their pipe. Ribald jokes, 
pointless laughters, humbling of women characterize the atmosphere. 
\nd the country is primarily regarded “as a field where their fertile mead­
ows are situated and they ‘estimate and know the country only by then- 
own estates.” They are not interested in public affairs and if a scientific 
topic occurs they exhibit deep ignorance.
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Wesselenyi strongly condemned the indifference of the nobility and 
■encouraged them to active patriotism with sharp and true words- “If the 
serf and common man do not pay their tax properly for the public good 
•and the needs of the country it is forcibly extracted from them- if he 
wants to exempt himself of military service needed for the defence’of the
a,n,< h,e tr!es to stan<l aloof’ ,ie is obliged by the rope, getting rid 
of the public burden is not allowed by the stick.” On the other hand, if 
îe Hungarian noble sacrifices part of his income to the country helns 
to share its burdens, this is an event of great significance, but'as this 
phenomenon is rather rare, it may be regarded as a serious merit Thus 
the author encouraged the service of the public interests emphasizing that 
mstead of force honesty and noble sentiments should promote patriotic 
activity. So Wesselenyi refused compulsion in the service of the country 
and after the improvement of the situation of the serfs he considered 
voluntary activity as the form of true patriotism besides the nobility 
even in the ease of the oppressed.53
The author also criticized nobiliary nationalism and correctly defined 
the criteria of nobiliary freedom. He sharply attacked that nobiliary atti­
tude that many imagine our nice, .égal freedom and our whole national 
existence to be summarized in “that the H ungarian noble doe, not nan 
anyth ing  and is not supposed to carry any burden." With this view Wesst*
St°°d f°r fc,he inc,U8ion of, the people and for granting them equal 
lights. I rue freedom is primarily expressed by the measure how far the 
members of the nation can influence the management of the national 
affairs. Second among the criteria of national freedom there is the service 
of the nation, i.e. duties towards it beside the rights. Thirdly real freedom 
contains another important right: everybody should be given the oonor- 
tumty to carry on an occupation that helps his advancement and economic- 
progress. VY here any reason may c ompletely exclude a part o f the society 
from the opportunities of acquiring wealth by work and industry, and the 
hard way of the enrichment of others is barred, there the life of the whole 
republic will only be withering and will turn to early old age.” These lines 
again show that the author, similarly to Széchenyi and Kdlcsev. wanted 
to make the broad masses interested in the seviee of the country- and 
the nation by guaranteeing their rights.
in connection with this view, similarly to his fellow combattants 
Wesselenyi also dealt with the necessity of the establishment of national 
integrity. In accordance with his concept he spoke about those prejudice 
that hinder the realisation of this alliance and he called these wrong no­
tions prejudices against birth and bourgeois position”. The aristocrats he 
wrote, despise everybody who have on sheepskin, though its possession 
mV he..ments of, the °wners. It is also ridiculous “to show 
" the 0 ‘ famil.v, great background, and brilliant ancestors.”
i he most shocking and most dangerous” among these prejudices 
the author said, is manifested against the pesantrv. A great part of the 
nobility looks at the serfs with contempt and pride, “some believe that 
the serfs situation is quite good and really just, some do not want any
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change in this matter, or regard it unnecessary, dangerous or unaccomplish- 
able. Wesselényi bravely criticized the magnates who heartlessly 
waste their immense income acquired by the sweat ot their serfs , who 
nrodigiouslv spend money in their whole life and do not sacrifice a penny 
lor oublie affairs. Between the aristocrats and the lesser nobility there 
are also several prejudices nurtured by both sides. Thus the lesser no­
bility is to blame for their hatred against the aristocrats, or that they
cringe before the magnates. . . . ,.
There are also several prejudices against the bourgeoisie in the coiin- 
trv The nobilitv, together with the magnates look down upon this 
“medium Estate”', thev despise and feel that commerce is beneath them 
thotmh he wrote, without it the nations cannot become rich, great and 
cultured The nobles are wrong also because among the bourgeoisie cul­
ture is on an unusually high level and they have a refined practical sense. 
As a consequence, he stated, though surveying only the superficial phenom­
ena, bourgeoisie in Hungary is of foreign origin.
\m ons the peasants there are also several prejudices, he found, the 
serf regards his landlord only as his tormentor, lie has no confidence and 
trust in the master. And though the author is not surprised at it lie still 
considered the creation of unity between the nobility and the serfs to be 
of outstanding importance. It is a pity, he felt, that the gap between 
these two Estates “keeps on eternally growing, the wounds fester, and 
being separated, thev remain weak though it would be so necessary for 
them to hold hands for their own benefit or common activities and they 
would be strong if united. This is quite a big barrier in the intellectual and 
material development of the country, which could be achieved only by the 
united effort of all the Estates of the population.” The key to the change 
is in the hands of the nobility: they should stop the merciless and very 
rarelv” just treatment and arbitrariness. , ,
Preiudice between the magnates and the other nobles is particularly 
dangerous for the country as it is illustrated by the Diets. Unity among 
the nobles can be achieved by the cultivation of the nationality and by
the maintenance of the constitution.
The consequences of the prejudices against the bourgeoisie are not 
less harmful either. The bourgeoisie hates the nobles who despise them. 
‘•Thev are disinterested towards a constitution that gives them so little, 
whereas so manv rights to the nobles and it is rather a means of then 
oppression than 'o f their protection.” At the same time he blames the 
bourgeoisie for keeping in view only their own interest and for not feeling 
to be a part of the nation. This apparent contradiction intended to lay 
down the basis for the compromise necessary to the establishment of 
national unitv. Wesselényi’s view on the bourgeoisie was similar to that 
of Kolesov and was characterized by the already mentioned ones.dednoss.
The author sensed with sharp eye several characteristic features ot 
the contradictions of classes and layers and in the interest of the estab­
lishment of national unity he made several proposals deserving attention. 
His brave analysis of the situation saw without doubt that unity can be
of 1.1-iof duration only and Wesselényi, together with his contemporaries 
wanted to see this integration on firm foundations.
.. A fu)rthei„major obstacle in the way of unity is the prejudice among 
the peoples of various nationalities and religious denominations. This is 
a great danger lie expounded, and it is practically impossible to eliminate 
all, ,t can be done only by “the homeland, a bourgeois constitute™ and 
an equal enthusiasm towards the law. And it can only be achieved if t ie  
il ngs oi the nationality and bourgeois constitution are equallv spread 
to people oi all languages, religion and origin and that there should no* 
be a single one above the others and favoured to their disadvantage and
that not a single one should be treated adversely.”, ’ “
1 ,1US "esselenyi was the first to clearly and unambiguously state 
the liberal objectives of the policy on nationalities of the Hungarian 
nobility on the way of bourgeois development: the granting of bourgeois 
nghts to the non-Hungarian jieoples. It is true that the idea occurred in 
‘ Ze< lienyi s writings as well, but he did not express them so definitely 
in the interest of the establishment of unity, Wesselényi pursued' his 
earlier method and criticized the parties opposed to each other. He criti­
cized the Hungarians because they were liable to mock at or despise those 
whose mother tongue was not Hungarian: “they honour them with several 
oi tune epit hetons such as “savage Serbian, crafty German, ram Saxon 
open-mouthed Swabian, wild bee WaUachian, etc.” It is true he purged 
the idea, that the Hungarians are the real “masters of the house” but the 
others are not wandering incomers”, they are also part of our national 
existence they avail themselves of the advantages of the civil constrtu- 
t.on and bear its burdens. Even if a considerable amount of tolerance 
may be observed m this exposition, (the national minorities were of the
¡ S S r J f i i  aV ,hey had als°, made for the common home!land) \e t the nobiliary nationalist argument of the historical right had 
also found its place in it. h
\Vesseleny 1 blamed the non-Hungarians for their independent national 
am i.t ions and in this respect also we may hear of ideas similar to those of
“ ny,VIh^ aT !  iU"! Ut Promotmg the develojiment of their nation the Slavs (i.e. Slovaks) isolate themselves, as this was the exaggerated but 
characteristic attitude of the Hungarian nobiliary opinion: the Serbians and 
Rumanians lemain in their own nationality” and hate the other nations 
the Croat tans jealously defend their autonomy and enthusiastically stick
t i -Ü °Wn a"g"a"e- 1,1 ffl('ta ,I°f them should consider, the author warned 
that never a Saxon country, a Slovak Empire, Serbian or WaUachian na- 
tional existence and a t roatian Kingdom by its own strength would exist 
and that it is only the Hungarian nationality under the aegis of which all 
of them may flourish m freedom.” This idea is nothing else than the well- 
known concept of the ‘single political nation’ which, in the case of Wesse- 
enyi, but others as well, was linked with the liberal idea of the inclusion 
of non-Hungarians into the constitution.
Keeping m view all this, Wesselényid exposition on propheeying great 
u ure to the Hungarians if they succeed in eliminating the prejudices among
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the peoples of the country and in creating cooperation for the benefit of the 
land cannot be regarded anything more but a benevolent des.re with little 
hope of realization. “If all nationalities would adjust then- good and ex­
pedient qualities (which all of them have plenty m this or that respect) 
and would burn the opposite and hostile ones on the altar of the homeland. 
These were words deserving attention and sincerely wishing an appease­
ment with the non-Hungarian peoples. Unfortunately similar ones were 
hardly expressed and if they can be met with at all. the concrete analysis, 
as also in the case of Wesselényi, reflected in. reusing antagonisms and was 
less suited for the establishment of even a transitory unity. I he la 
was hindered not onlv bv the nationalism of the Hungarian nobility, but 
bv that of the ruling and leading classes of the national minorities 
' The Transvlvanian noble sensitively reacted to religious conflicts, to 
“this dangerous contagion” as well, for which examples were offered by the 
past centuries. In this field he did not see the possibility of an early solu­
tion, therefore he left it for the time and “developing wisdom. J
*
In the 1840s the general explanation of the bourgeois concept of the 
nation presented here, did not change, only some new and more advanced 
formulations of libaral ideas occurred. The economic-criterion of the bour­
geois nation came into the foreground, the concept of the obligatory manu­
mission compensation developed which represented a more advanced letel 
of liberal views. On the basis of these prac tical principles the liberation 
serfs took place in Hungary ultimately in the spring of 1848.
The plebeian elements appeared also in this decade who meant under 
the inclusion of the people into the nation much more than the hbeials t . 
emphasized more markedly the lack of the rights of the people and saw 
the way out more c learly. thus intending to build national unity on a • afer
soil.
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